Abstract-We present a novel motion planning algorithm for transferring a liquid body from a source to a target container. Our approach uses a receding-horizon optimization strategy that takes into account fluid constraints and avoids collisions. In order to efficiently handle the high-dimensional configuration space of a liquid body, we use system identification to learn its dynamics characteristics using a neural network. We generate the training dataset using stochastic optimization in a transfer-problem-specific search space. The runtime feedback motion planner is used for real-time planning and we observe high success rate in our simulated 2D and 3D fluid transfer benchmarks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic manipulation of non-rigid objects such as fluids, elastic bodies, and strings is a challenging problem that arises in different applications. In this paper, we address the problem of fluid manipulation, where the goal is to use a robot to transfer a liquid body from a source container to a target container. Such liquid transfer tasks arise as industrial robots are used for painting, cleaning, or dispensing lubricants. Other applications include use of service robots for cooking, cleaning, or feeding.
A key issue for motion planning algorithms is to satisfy the fluid dynamics constraints. The fluid body can have a complex topology and undergo large deformations. The underlying solvers tend to use a large number of particles (tens of thousands) to model their motion. This results in a very high dimensional configuration space of the liquid body and makes it hard to directly use sampling-based motion planning algorithms. Other techniques based on optimization-based planner [1] , [2] may not work well because the free-surface of a liquid body introduces non-smooth changes.
Prior planning algorithms for fluid manipulation are either based on demonstration and learning methods, or use dynamics constraints. The demonstration and learning methods need a large number of example trajectories and current methods may not generalize to new scenarios. Some techniques take into account full-featured fluid dynamics model [3] , [4] , but have a very high computational overhead and are limited to simple scenarios. Some of the commonly used methods are based on reduced or simplified dynamics models [5] , [6] , [7] , where many liquid dynamics constraints are ignored and they are combined with open-loop planners. As a result, any small error in the dynamics formulation can become uncontrollable and grow significantly over longer horizons. From the training dataset found by stochastic optimization (a), we train a neural network that predicts both the liquid outflow position and the mean trajectory prior (b). Our online planner tries to determine the source container trajectory from an incomplete observation (c), e.g., the liquid height field in red and the moving speed of the source/target containers (the two arrows).
A common technique to address some of these issues is based on using feedback motion planners. However, such planners need to make decisions rather quickly and therefore, can't rely on using fluid simulators to satisfy the underlying constraints. In practice, accurate fluid simulators can take minutes in a 2D or hours in a 3D workspace. As a result, we need different techniques that can provide a good approximation of the dynamic state of the liquid body, and have a low runtime overhead. Main Results: We present a novel feedback planning algorithm for liquid transfer. As part of the preprocess, we use a system identification technique to predict the dynamic characteristics of a liquid body using supervised learning. The learning algorithm has two main components: training dataset generation and supervised learning. The training dataset is generated offline using a large number of random configurations of liquid transfer problems. These configurations are generated by changing the relative location of two containers, the amount of liquid in the source container, and the speed of the target container movement. Moreover, we compute the optimal liquid transfer trajectory for each configuration using stochastic optimization, which uses a fully-featured liquid simulator. Given these trajectories, we extract a groundtruth incomplete liquid observation (the height field of free-surface) from each training sample to generate our dataset and use that to train a four layer neural network. During online feedback motion planning, we take into account the height field of free-surface and the location of two containers using the trained neural network. Our planner then determines the desired speed of the source container from a spacetime optimization over a short horizon and also takes into account collision avoidance constraints.
We have evaluated our algorithm on many new and challenging scenarios that are quite different from training dataset configurations. In practice, our learning-based planner achieves almost the same success rate as the groundtruth trajectory in our training dataset. Moreover, we have also tested our planner in 3D workspaces and on fluids with different physical characteristics (e.g. viscosity). Our results show that, although our training dataset uses a single lowviscous fluid material, the trained neural network can be used for pouring fluids with much larger viscosity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We briefly survey prior works in motion planning and fluid simulation in Section II; We introduce our notation and give an overview of the approach in Section III; In Section III-A and Section IV, we present the feedback motion planning algorithm and the process for learning dynamic characteristics, respectively. We highlight its performance and effectiveness on 2D and 3D benchmarks in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
Our approach builds on three areas of prior work: motion planning, planning for dynamics objects, and reinforcement learning.
A. GENERAL MOTION PLANNING
A motion planning algorithm searches for a trajectory that satisfies a set of constraints (collision-free, smoothness), which may also be optimal under a given quality measure. Many early motion planners such as [8] and its descendants [9] , [10] , [11] consider only collision-free constraints. Unlike these methods that tend to compute a trajectory by sampling in the space of possible trajectories, optimizationbased motion planners such as [2] , [1] , [12] can easily take into account other constraints, such as dynamics, smoothness, etc. Many of these approaches formulate the problem as a spacetime continuous optimization. Such optimization methods have also been used for liquid transfer [4] , [7] based on simplified dynamics and limited to static scenarios.
There is considerable work on feedback motion planning that uses refinement schemes based on feedback control laws. This can be performed using replanning [13] , [14] , [15] or by formulating the problem as a Markov Decision Process [16] , [17] . These ideas have been applied to high dimensional continuous systems such as humanoid robots [18] , [19] . We present a feedback motion planning algorithm for liquid transfer.
B. PLANNING FOR DYNAMIC OBJECTS
The extension of conventional motion planning algorithms to the manipulation of non-rigid objects has been addressed in the context of virtual suturing [20] , cloth folding [21] , and surgical simulation [22] . It can be challenging to deal with non-rigid objects with high-dimensional configuration spaces. This is especially the case with liquid manipulation tasks, where the dimension can be as high as several million (see [4] for a detailed discussion). For certain types of fluid such as smoke and fire, optimization-based motion planning can be adapted to solve the problem by exploiting the special structure of the resulting fluid simulator [23] , [24] . However, it is non-trivial to extend these methods to control liquid bodies with non-smooth, rapidly-changing free surfaces. Moreover, prior methods are designed for offline applications and computationally very costly. Previous work [7] reduced the cost by using a much simplified liquid model, dependent on just two variables.
C. IMITATION OR REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Our approach is based on reinforcement learning [16] . Reinforcement learning techniques have been shown to be effective in terms of controlling high dimensional dynamic systems, e.g., a humanoid robot [18] , [25] . Recently, imitation learning has been used to perform liquid manipulation using example container trajectories from a human demonstrator [26] . However, the learning framework in their work does not take fluid dynamics constraints into account. Therefore, prior methods cannot handle fluid-related variations in the environment. In addition, training data acquisition for imitation learning is non-trivial. In order for the learning framework to be aware of fluid dynamics, trajectories of liquid body shapes from real-life experiments have to be captured and digitized, which is challenging in and of itself (see [27] , [28] ).
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we first introduce the notation for formulating the liquid pouring problem, denoted by P, in the continuous case. The configuration for an instance of P is illustrated in Figure 2 , where we have a source container denoted by rigid body S, a target container denoted by T, and the liquid body denoted by L. Without ambiguity, we also use these symbols S, T and L to denote the closed set occupied by the three bodies. Initially, S and T are oriented upright and L ⊂ S, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Two geometric features in S and T play an important role in our method: the lip of source container opening O S , and the center and width of target container opening O T and ∆O, respectively. These points are defined in their local coordinate system, and the local to global transformation is denoted by R S (t) and R T (t), where t is the current time. Finally, we allow the following variations in defining different instances or configurations of the liquid pouring problem:
. This means that S is always on the left of T. The formulation is symmetric otherwise.
• Throughout the motion planning procedure, T should always be oriented upright, but is allowed to move with a constant speed
As a result, we have:
where (x S , y S , α)(t) are the location and turning angle of S.
• The amount of liquid in S is allowed to change, denoted by fill level f where f ∈ [f min , f max ]. In summary, we can denote one instance of liquid transfer problem by P(D ST , V T , f ). The goal of our feedback motion planner is to determine the source container trajectory R S (t). Given a specific problem P and trajectory R S (t), a corresponding trajectory of liquid body, L(t), can be computed by time integrating the liquid governing equation, the Navier-Stokes equation:
where u, µ, g, p are the liquid velocity field, liquid viscosity coefficient, gravity, and pressure, respectively. The advection term Du Dt allows continuous shape deformation, which makes it very challenging to model, perceive, or predict the liquid shape. Therefore, the liquid body shape is also a function of R S (t), denoted by L[R S ](t), and we use a shortcut notation L(t) to represent it.
In practice, we define a discrete version of the problem using a particle-based spatial discretization scheme, the finite-difference temporal discretization scheme and the same particle-based fluid simulator as [4] . As a result, each of the sets S, T and L(t) becomes a set of particles {P S }, {P T } and {P L (t)}, respectively, where each particle P i S,T,L occupies a circle with a fixed radius as illustrated in Figure 3 (a). Finally, the discrete motion plan P is represented by a uniform sampling R S (t):
Here we again use the shortcut notation P L (t) instead of P L (t, P) without ambiguity.
A. FEEDBACK MOTION PLANNING
Given a transfer problem P, we use a receding horizon feedback motion planner to search for the discrete plan P. Specifically, during each time instance t i , we solve a spacetime optimization problem: A discrete setting of liquid transfer problem using particle-based spatial discretization scheme: source container particles {P S } in brown, target container particles {P T } in gray and liquid particles {P L (t)} in blue. We assume that each P i L (t) leaving the cup will follow a quadratic curve with outflowing velocity (vx, vy) and outflowing cross-section height h. (b): The free-surface is sampled to get the liquid height fields, F S(P L ) = (W1, W2, ⋯, Wn), where each Wi is the vertical distance between free surface of L and S.
over K timesteps and then use the controlṘ S (t i ).
Our objective function involves three terms: The first term C l (t) requires liquid to fall into T, C r (t) is a regularization term, and finally C o (t) penalizes any collisions between R S (t)S and R T (t)T. We can use the same C o (t) as [12] , [4] to avoid collision with obstacles in the environment. However, since C r (t) brings R S (t) close to a collision-free mean trajectory, we never observe any collision between the two containers, so we focus on only C l (t) and C r (t). As illustrated in Figure 3 , we assume that the liquid particles leaving S at current time instance t will follow a quadratic curve. This curve can be parameterized using 4 parameters in 2D and 6 parameters in 3D: the outflow velocity (v x , v y ), the outflow cross section height h, and the outflow flux ρ. We use the additional parameter ρ as an indicator of whether or not there is liquid flowing out at t. The four parameters (v x , v y , h, ρ) determine the liquid outflow position. The term C l (t) is used to penalize the closest distance between this quadratic curve and R T (t)O T :
where the norm in the above equation takes the form of a quartic polynomial so that the infimum can be computed analytically. Finally, the regularization term C r (t) penalizes the distance between the optimized trajectory and a so-called mean trajectory prior:
Given the set of parameters (v x , v y , h, ρ,Ṙ * S )(t), we have completed the definition of our objective function for the receding horizon spacetime optimization. We assume that these parameters can be inferred from the observations of the current system configuration: the odometry of source container R S , the odometry of target container R T , and the liquid body L. We assume that R S and R T can be fully observed, but we have only partial information of L. Specifically, we can only observe the liquid height field F S(L) as illustrated in Figure 3 (b) . Such height field information can be computed by sampling the reconstructed free-surface in a simulated environment. In summary, the parameter inference algorithm needs to determine
, where the operator O maps from the current system configuration to its observation.
IV. PARAMETER LEARNING
In this section, we present our preprocessing algorithm that uses supervised learning to predict the dynamic characteristics of a liquid body. As part of the feedback planner, the learning algorithm is used to infer the parameters (v x , v y , h, ρ,Ṙ * S )(t) from the observations O(R S , R T , L)(t). We use a neural network that is trained from a set of successful transfer trajectories. These underlying parameters are used to infer the following properties: The first four parameters (v x , v y , h, ρ) specify the liquid outflow position, so that to infer these four parameters is a system identification problem. On the other hand, the last parameterṘ * S specifies the action we should take for that observation. As a result, inferring the last parameter is a policy search problem. According to Equation 2, the final action is computed by followingṘ * S as much as possible and performing local adjustments based on the values of (v x , v y , h, ρ). In theory, it is possible to simplify our online feedback motion planning algorithm and have the neural network output directly the final action. However, according to our experiments, using an exact spacetime optimization will result in much better results.
Our mapping function from
is defined using a neural network illustrated in Figure 4 . We take previous observations F S(P L )(t − 1) and F S(P L )(t − 2) as additional inputs because the liquid velocity may not be available in our observations, and the additional inputs help the network to recover this velocity information from shape differentiation. Our network has four fully connected layers (H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 ). The first two layers (H 1 , H 2 ) of our network are used to predict the liquid outflow position and we use a separate loss function. The predicted quadratic curve is concatenated with the rigid body observation and fed to the last two layers (H 3 , H 4 ) to predict the mean trajectory prior. A missing component of this model is that we do not predict future liquid height fields F S(P L )(t+1) from current F S(P L )(t), which is required to solve Equation 2. In our current method, we just set F S(P L )(t + 1) = F S(P L )(t).
A. TRAINING DATA GENERATION
Our training dataset includes a large set of groundtruth observations O, the liquid outflow position, and the mean trajectory prior. As noted by [29] , [30] , this training dataset must be generated carefully so that it can be represented by the neural network. For example, it is well known that liquid flow can be categorized into laminar flow and turbulent flow. It is very unlikely that the small network in Figure 4 can represent both of the transfer trajectories that induce laminar flow ( Figure 5 (a) ) and turbulent flow ( Figure 5 (b) ), although they are both successful transfers. Indeed, even the definition of liquid height field F S(P L ) in Figure 5 (b) is ambiguous due to the air bubble in the liquid body. Therefore, the training dataset must be focused on liquid transfer using only laminar flow.
Both [29] and [30] address this problem for some applications by modifying the dataset during training. [29] assumes there is an expert who can provide additional training samples on request for error recovery. However, our approach does not assume the presence of any such expert. A human demonstrator may serve as a good expert, but digitizing or capturing the liquid shape trajectory can be very challenging. On the other hand, [30] assumes that the governing equation Equation 1 is differentiable with respect to u. This assumption does not hold due to the non-smooth free-surface changes. Moreover, the computational complexity of [30] makes it infeasible for the high-dimensional configuration space of a liquid body.
In order to handle these issues, we use a stochastic optimization algorithm to automatically compute useful training dataset [3] . To ensure that the training dataset is useful and representable, we design a problem specific search space so that the optimized trajectories always lead to laminar flow. Given an instance of the problem: P(D ST , V T , f ), our optimizer computes a groundtruth plan P that maximizes a reward function R. We use the following definition for R to measure the quality of P:
where the first term of R indicates that particle P j L passes through the opening of T at timestep i. If this is the case, we assign a positive reward if the particle falls inside T and a negative reward, otherwise. The reward is higher when the particle is closer to the center O T .
Even though we have all the components to formulate the stochastic optimization problem, the dimension of the resulting search space P is too high. The parameters (x S , y S , α)(t i ) for each t i need to be determined. In order to compute the local minima in this space, we need a large number of samples in P. This can significantly slow down the optimization as evaluating R for each sample would involve a fluid resimulation, which can take several minutes, even for a 2D workspace. Another closely related issue is that searching directly in P can result in training samples that cannot be represented by the neural network, because there are no guarantees that only laminar flows (e.g. Figure 5 (a)) are generated. Therefore, we have to use a more restrictive search space. First, we only search for (x S , y S , α)(t i ) at 6 key time instances: (t 0 , t N 5 , t 2N 5 , t 3N 5 , t 4N 5 , t N ) and use linear interpolation for other timesteps. We further assume the following constraints:
Intuitively, these conditions require that S is always approaching T and increasing its turning angle. We enforce these constraints by transforming the search space to the unit box domain: (4) and using CMA-ES [31] to perform the stochastic search, where α max is our max allowable turning angle. Finally, we modify CMA-ES to only accept solutions that are collisionfree, so that the computed mean trajectory prior has the same collision-free property.
In our experiments, all the resulting trajectories exhibit laminar liquid flow. From these trajectories, we extract groundtruth observation O(R S , R T , L)(t) = (R S , R T , F S(P L ))(t i ) and label (v x , v y , h, ρ,Ṙ * S )(t i ) for each timestep t i . To extract the quadratic curve parameters, we use the same greedy quadratic curve fitting method as [4] . In the second stage, we train the neural network illustrated in Figure 4 , where we use 32 hidden neurons for each of the four hidden layers. Note that the ReLU activation function is used for each hidden layer except for the output layer, where we used Sigmoid activation function. This is because we applied the same trick of domain transformation. Instead of outputting (x S , y S , α), our network outputs (
) which belongs exactly to the range of Sigmoid function. Our final stage is the online control stage, where for each timestep t i , we query the neural network for parameters, then plug them into Equation 2 and solve for our final actionṘ S (t i ).
V. RESULTS

Analysis:
We evaluate the online and offline phase in Figure 1 using a series of experiments. First, we need to evaluate the effectiveness of our dataset. All the trajectories in our dataset reside in a 2D workspace. The cost of generating these trajectories is: O(#iteration×#problem× #timestep × {P L } ), where #iteration is the number of fluid resimulations needed in each CMA-ES optimization, #problem is the number of problems P to generate, and finally #f rame is the number of timesteps in each fluid simulation. In a 2D workspace, the last term {P L } is less then 10 5 ; while {P L } in a 3D workspace can easily reach a million. Therefore, generating a 3D dataset is orders of magnitude more expensive. Second, we need to verify that our neural network structure can accurately predict the liquid outflow position as well as the mean trajectory prior. Finally, we will analyze the performance of the online feedback planner.
Dataset: We generated two datasets named TRANSFER and TRANSFER+SPILL using parameters listed in I. Since each function evaluation amounts to a fluid resimulation, the generation of TRANSFER and TRANSFER+SPILL involves 6×10 6 fluid simulations. We run CMA-ES in a 2D workspace and the computation takes 2 weeks on a 1000 core cluster. TRANSFER and TRANSFER+SPILL differ in the initial liquid configuration. In TRANSFER, the initial liquid velocity follows that of S, which is typical if the liquid has moved with S for a distance and reached equilibrium. However, in TRANSFER+SPILL, the initial liquid velocity is zero, which is typical if we start transfer from a stationary scenario. Problems in TRANSFER+SPILL are considered harder than those in TRANSFER, as moving S too quickly will lead to spilling and thus negative reward. These two datasets can be downloaded at http://gamma.cs.unc.edu/ FluidMotion and are illustrated in Figure 6 . Figure 7 shows the distribution of scaled reward function R #P L in TRANSFER and TRANSFER+SPILL as well as the CMA-ES convergence history. This figure verifies that the dataset does contain successful transfer trajectories. Further we need to verify that the generated trajectories always transfer liquid using laminar flow, instead of turbulent flow. We note that the velocity field of a laminar flow should have no internal vortex. Therefore, we compute the vortical velocity component and plot its strength relative to the original velocity field in Figure 8 . This figure shows clearly that the trajectories in both TRANSFER and TRANSFER+SPILL use only laminar flow. Neural Network: Our neural network serves two purposes for which we conduct separate experiments. Our first step is to verify the accuracy of the liquid outflow position predictor by testing it on 100 randomly selected trajectories in TRANSFER/TRANSFER+SPILL, i.e. testing using the training dataset. Then we test it on 100 new trajectories P randomly generated by spline interpolation. Figure 9 (a) plots the averaged accuracy against the turning angle α. This plot reveals that our predictor has low accuracy at a small turning angle. These erroneous configurations are illustrated in Figure 9 (b). The reason for the low accuracy is that liquid is subject to the surface tension force around the lip of source container opening O S , and our fluid simulator is not accurate enough to model this phenomenon. Usually, modelling surface tension requires a higher particle resolution around O S . However, surface tension will just pull liquid closer to S and this general trend is still captured by our model. We further validate the accuracy of the mean trajectory prior predictor. Figure 10 (a) illustrates the relative accuracy ofṘ * S compared with ground truth. The error is higher than that of the liquid outflow position predictor. It is the responsibility of our online feedback motion planner to compensate for this error. In addition, we conduct another experiment to see if our predictor has the ability to avoid spilling. Since we know that TRANSFER does not model spilling but TRANSFER+SPILL does, we plot in Figure 10 (b) the predicted temporal change of α using TRANSFER and TRANSFER+SPILL as training dataset. Our predictor trained using the TRANSFER+SPILL dataset prefers a loweṙ α at small α, meaning that our network does learn to avoid spilling. The predicted α plotted against timestep index: the mean trajectory prior predictor trained using TRANSFER+SPILL dataset (red) does learn to turn S slowly to avoid spilling, compared with the predictor trained using TRANSFER dataset (blue). We also show such difference using one exemplary frame of a testing problem.
Feedback Controller: In the online phase, we solve Equation 2 using a horizon length of K = 25. This requires querying the neural network 25 times and performing an optimization, for which we use a LBFGS optimizer. Due to the small size of our neural network and the optimization problem, this process can be accomplished at more than 200fps on a desktop machine. We tested our feedback controller using 20 new testing problems. The online positive reward per particle is plotted in Figure 12 (a) for each problem. We can see that the liquid is very well centered around O T . In Figure 12 (b) , we plotted the fraction of liquid particles that goes outside T. Both planners can keep a very low level of spilling in most cases, the planner trained using TRANSFER+SPILL dataset performs especially well since it is trained to avoid spilling. Finally, we show the versatility of our controller by testing it on problems not seen in TRANSFER and TRANSFER+SPILL. In Figure 11 , we test on fluid with a higher dynamic viscosity coefficient than that in the training dataset. In this case, the achieved online reward is even higher than Figure 12 (a) . This is consistent with the fact that higher viscosity will encourage laminar flow. In Figure 13 (a), we introduce an additional dynamic obstacle which is handled by C o in Equation 2. Finally, we can test our controller on a 3D workspace, by applying the controller only to the 2D cross-section of S and T, as illustrated in Figure 13 . In all problems except for the 6th, we observe almost no spilling using both planners.
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VI. LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a feedback motion planner for liquid transfer problems. The method is an optimizationbased receding horizon planner, which is guided by a machine learning model that provides clues for global movement (mean trajectory prior) and local adjustment (liquid outflow position). Our experiments show that the planning framework can achieve promising online performance and the machine learning model gains important skills in pouring such as spilling avoidance and liquid position prediction.
A major limitation of our method is that the dataset generation is computationally very costly even in a 2D workspace. Although our system is 3D capable, generating a 3D dataset is still impractical even with a cluster at hand. A practical compromise is to train on a 2D dataset and test on 3D problems as is done in Figure 13 (b) . Simply considering the cross section is not enough, however, since liquid can fall outside T from other directions and this is not modelled by our method. Also, we do not model the behavior of the liquid body after it falls into T. This choice allows us to handle different fluid materials (in terms of viscosity) because they only exhibit different behaviors, such as coiling and buckling, after falling into T. On the downside, liquid particles can jump out of T again after falling into it, and this kind of spilling is also ignored by not modelling liquid body in T.
Finally, we have not tested this system on a real robot, which requires additional kinematic and dynamic constraints.
